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ABSTRACT 

AER-75-02 

A 8tudy of the lonagrams obtained at Kodaikanal (dip lat.1.7 N) during 
the period 1954-66 has shown that the daily variation of the occurrence of blank
eting type of Es ( Es-b) has a major peak around 1700 l T in the evening a nd a 
minor peak around 0800 LT in the morning, and is practically inhibited around 
midday hours when the electrojet currents are maximum. Further. Es-b is most 
frequent during local 8ummer months and in the years of minimum solar activity. 

In individual cases. Es-b occurs during the period of vary weak or reversed 
alectrojet currents. The ionospheric drifts during these occasions show predominantly 
I north to south component. 

It is suggested that the equatorial E&-b is due to the transport and 
accumuletion of long-lived metallic ions from tropical latitudes to the magnetic 
equator by equatorward winds, during the period when the electrojet currents ere 
very weak and thus the upward Hall polarisation field is absent. 

INTRODUCTION Some of the ionograms of Kodaikanalshowing 
The most common tYpe of the sporadic E abnormal Es ara reproduced in Fig.1. The ionogram 

observed near magnetic equator is the equatorial 
type, Es-q, which is transparent to the radio waves 
and occurs very regularly during the daytime hours, 
Besides Es-q theTa are a few other types of sporadic 
E which occur in the equatorial region during day
time hours. 

A detailed study of equatorial blanketing Es, 
denoted here as Es-b (classified as flat type, Es-f, 
by many authors ). was first described for kodaikanal 
by Bhargava and Subrahmanyan (1964). The diurnal 
variation of the occrruence frequency of Es-b Showed 
a vary pronounced peak (', %) between 1700 and 
1830 LT, a minor peak (4%) between 0730 and 
0830 LT and Ii minimum (1.5%) around 1130 LT. 
Seasonally Es-b was most pr&dominant during 
summer (July) months. 

In this paper we describe the association between 
Es-b observed in the ionograms at kodaikanal 
(Gaog.lat. 10,0' N. Gsog.long. 77.5· E dip lat. 1.7' N) 
and the ionospheric drift measurements at Thumbs 
(Geog.lst. 8.50 N. Gsog. long. 77.0· E, dip lat. 0.6" S). 
Characteristics of Es-b a6 seen in the ionograms 
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in Fig.1 (e) (24 July 1953. 1400 LT) shows the 

Es-b laver with Ii sharp lower boundary et 100 'km; 
the maximum reflected frequency exceeds 22 MHz 



and at least 4 mUltiple echoes can be identified. 
The upper F-region reflections, though not blanket
ted completely. are greatly weakened. Theoo char
act03ristics of Es are vary difforent form those of Es-q. 
The record in Fig.1 (b) (24 Mey 1954, 1600 LT) 
shows the normal E layer trace upto about 2.6 MHz. 
diffused Es reflections at 105 km. 08 well as at greater 
ranges; a very sharp and continuous trace is saon 
emanating form E layer critical frequencies and 
extending to over 7 MHz. Its virtual .height, except 
near the E region critical frequency. is practically 
constant at 120 km. In our study wo have included 
this type also within Es-b, Tho ionogram in Fig.1 (c) 
(13 July 1964. 0800 L T) shows reflections from 
normal E layer, from an Es-q layer. 8S well as from a 
higher spomdic layer at about 160 km. This 15 not 
included in our classifications of Es·b, as this does 
not blanket any part of F trace. nor does it make a 
multiple echo and therefore is probably oblique. 

Seasonal, solar cycle and diurnal variations of 
Es·b occurrence 

The occurranca of Es-b in the half-hourly iono
grams of Kodaikanal were noted for the daytime 
hours (0600 - 1800 LT) in tho period 1954-66. 
It is found that tho Es--b occurs mainly during the 
BUmmer (June-July) months. Further. the number 
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of days with blanketing Es is found to be inversely 
corrl3lated with 90lar activity. During the summer 
months of low sunspot year 1964, the Es-b was 
ssen on about 18 - 20 days per month while during 
summer months of 1958. Es-b was seen only on 
about 1 0 days per month. The study of Es-occurrance 
8t lbadan by Oyinloye (1969) also indicated a 
higher frequency of occuMnce during June (local 
summer) and inverse correlation with sunspot number. 

The Es-b being more frequent during the local 
summer months, its occurrence frequency at diffrent 
times of the day in summer (June-July) was compu
ted for all the years. During each of the years the major 
peak of Es-b occurrence is in the evening hours 
between 1500 - 1700 LT; a minor peak is sometimes 
seen between 0700 - oaoo LT. Similar daily varia
tion for lbadsn has been reported by Oyinloye (1969). 
Association of Es-b with magnetic field changes 

BhargsVB and Subrahmanyan (1964) have 
pointed out 1IIrge changes in the geomagnetic field 
during tho periods of occurrence of Es-b at Kodai
kanal. Our study of the disappearance of Es-q associa
ted with the depression in the H component of the 
magnetic field had indicatad that during the recove,ry 
phase of a tamporary depression of geomagnetic 
field, blankooing type of Es sometimes develops, 
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though the geomagnetic field was below its night 
lovaL An example of the changes in E.s during the 
dapreasion in the geomagnetic field at the equatorial 
station Thumba( Trivandrum) is shown in Fig.2. 
On a Quiet day, the geomagnetic field at ThUmbs 
starts increesing aftar sunriso, rBaches its max.;mum 
Dn hour bofore mldday and returns to the nighttime 
level by the evening hours. On 12 May 1967, B 

significant minimum of the H field was noticed ot 
1600 LT. During the period whon the electrojet was 
woll daveloped, the fEs va"ues were high and tho 
Es was of the equatorial q type. After 1445 LT when 
the H field went below Its night IINal, the E') layers 
suddenly disappoared and for a period of onG hour 
between 1500 LT and 1600 LT, clear normal e layer 
reflections woro recorded in the ionogrllms. During 
the latar part of the depression in H, strong Es 
r8f1ections wore again noticed, The character of this 
blanketing (flat in the figure) type of Ea is very 
different from thosa. of the Q type Es racorded before 
1430 LT. The blanketing type of Es showed os many 
as four multiplo reflections and blanketold part of 
tho F traces. Similar associations botwoon Es-q 
disappearance and Es-b o-ccurrence at Thumbs and 
Kodaikanal ware noticed on a number of occasions. 
The simultaneous ex.aminations of magnetograms 
and the ionograms at Kodaikanal further showed 
that during the poriod of Es-b occurrence, the olac
trojet as indicatdd by H values was very weak or 
even raversad in direction. 

The ionospheric (jrlft meosurament during Es-b 
occurrence 

Bosides the study of blanketing Es from the 
ionograms, such cases were monitored while record
ing the fading of ionospheric echoes with a spaced 
antennas drift oxperiment conducted at Thumba. 
Tho oOMr'llrtions WElre takan on t'NO frequencies; 
2.2 MHz for the /:-reglon and 4.7 MHz for the 
F-region. On occasions when strong reflections wore 
ob1'lrved from the E-region both on 2.2 MHz and 
4.7 MHz. and F-region refklctions wore blanketed, 
the existence of blanketing E'l was interpreted. Fig. 
3 shows the mJSS plot of the apparent drift vectors 
computed from the simple similar fade analysis dUring 
periods of no-Es condition and during tho presence 
of blankoting type of Es. As reported earlier (Rastogi 
et aI., 1971 ) the drift is predominantly eastward 
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during the absence of Es-q. But during tho presence 
of Es-b large N-S component of drift is seen in all 
C886S, the diraction being southward. This is in 
contrast to the drift measurements at Thumba which 
show an entirely westward drift during daytime and 
entirely eastward drift during nighttime with no N-S 
component seen even at the time of reversals 
(Chandra and Rastogi, 1970; Misra and Rastogi, 

1971 ). 

The ionosonde at Thumba stertod operating in 
October 1964. Th8 ionogIBms at Kodalkanal were 
therefore used for studying blanklJting Es events in 
relation to the drift milasurements at Thumba. About 
20 occasions were found during tho year 1964 when 
blanketing type of Es occurred at Kodaikanal and 
drift measurements were available at Thumba. A 
sharp rise in foEs was noticed whenever blanketing 
Es occurred and this was occompanied by simul
taneous Increase In tho fbE. values_ The f.E. values 

of blanketing Es often excoed 20 MHz in Comparison 
to the feE! values of q type Es which generally range 
from a to 12M Hz. On most of the occasions of strong 
blanketing Es, the F-region trace is completely 
blanketed and f.F) is not measurable. Such occa
sions are denoted by the symbol 'A' in the ionogram 
scaling. 

Fig. 4 shows one such event on 12 July 1964 
when strong blanketing Es occurred at 1530 LT. 
Simultaneous increase of f.Es and fbE8 is notiC{)d 
and even fDF t is not measurable as th~ whole F 
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layer is blanketed. The H variation on this day ehowed 
a depression at about the same time. The drift was 
westward till 1430 LT and reversed to eastward at 
1630 LT. The N-S component was absent or insigni-
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large southward drift was present. Fig. 5 shows 
another event on 14 July 1964 When blanketing Es 
was seen from 1600 LT to 1800 LT. Large southward 
drift was present at 1530 LT and 1630 LT. The E-W 
component though westward, dropped to a very low 
value at 1630 LT. 

KODAIKANAl.. 16 JULY" Iq6~ 
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Fig' a 
An example showing the davelopment of a 

strong blanketing Es at Kodaikanal is shown in Fig. 6. 
The event occurred on 16 July 1964. Es-q was 
present till 1315 LT. At 1345 LT, one can notice 

both Es-q (100 km) and another Es trace at 130 
kin. At 1445 LT the F-region trace is completely 

absorbed and multiple Es echoes are observed. The 
blanketing layar dies slowly and at 1630 LT one 

again finds transparericy of the Es fayer. The spaced 
antonn:! fading racords on this day were analysed 
by a full-correlation method. The daily variations of 
the magnetic field (H), E-W and N-S components 
of true drift (V~.w and VN_\), drift direction (¢). 
and paramat6rs f.F», f;EJ and fhE~ an this day Bfe 
shown in FiQ. 7. 

The H variation on this day indicated a depressiO'n 
in H around 1500 LT. The E-W drift cornponent 
wes towards west ( 100m/sec) befO're tha depression 

but reversed to eastward ( 20 m/sec) at 1630 LT. 
Th9 N-S component of drift which was completly 
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absent until about noon became southward latar and 
from 1430 LT to 1730 L T it was of the order of 
50 - , 00 m/sec. The most significant change is 
seen in tM drift direction, which is towards west before 
noon and changes towards southwest afterwards. 
At the time of Es~b the drift direction was entirely 
southward. 

During these Es-b occurrences, the blanketing 
echoes are first seen at virtual heights of 150 to 200 
Ian and it decreases with time till upto '00 km when 
the number of multiple reflections are also maximum. 
Assuming that these patches of intense ionisation 
move horizontally towards the station, tile horizon
tal distance of the cloud can be calculated and there
from the hoTizontal ve\ocity of the clouds. The varia
tion with the time of the slant range and horizontal 
distance of the cloud on 16 July 1964 is shown in 
Fig.B. From the slope of the distance versus time 
curve, the horizontal speed is computed to be about 
37 m/sec. This value corresponds closely to the 
N-S component of the drift derived from spaced rece
hler experiment. This gives further clue that the Es-b 
in Indian zone is consequent to the southward 
movement of Es clouds. 

Thus the occurrence of the blanketing Es at the 
equator in the Indian zone is associated with the 
depression in the horimntal component of the goo-
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magnetic field and with the occurrence of the south. 
ward ionospheric drifts. 

DISCUSSIONS 

The blank.eting type of Es commonly obseMd 
at temperate latitudes is explained in terms of tM 
convergence of metallic ions due to the vertical wind 
sllears but this mechanism fails 10 operate It 
the dip equator (Axford, 1961; Whitehead, 1901; 
Axford and Cunnold, 1-966; Whitehead, 1966). 
Closs (1971 ) has shown that suitable electric field
can produce a convergent flow of metallic ions and 
cause blanketing Es at dip 2-3 degrees. HoW8V8t', 
our results show that electric fields are nearly 
absent whenever blanketing type of Es is forrnell 
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Blanketing type of Es has been obsernd at 
Thumba by Reddy and Dwasia (1973) and they 
propose short period gravity waves induced 
horizontal shears of horizontsl neutral winds 
around 100 Ian level reponsibie for the formation of 
such layers. The occurrence patterns of the blan
kating Es however cannot be explained by this 
theory. 

The convection of Es layers then remains possi
ble mechanism. Thus a movement of ionization 
laY9TS from higher to lower latitudes or even to 
magnetic equator due to a horizontal wind with 
significant north-south component. could explain the 
occurrence of Es-b near magnetic equator. 



North-south drift of 50 -100m/set: can transport 
such layers from a dip latitude greater than 3" where 
it can be formed by wind shear mechanism, to dip 
equator in less than rts lite time. It is to be noted 
that blanketing Es at Kodaikanal occurs mostly during 
June-July months when Es layer is very strong at 
northern temperate latitudes. Thus according to 
this mechanism Es-b at equator should occur at times 
when the meridional wind is strong. 

The observed features of the occurrence of Es-b 
could be explained on the basis of the occurrence of 
counter-electrojet events. Rastogi (1974 ) has 
shown that these events at Kodsikanat occur mostly 
in the afternoon hours with small occurrence in the 
morning and are almost absent around noon hours. 
Further, the counter-electrojet events are maximum 
during low sunspot years and minimum during 
high sunspot years. Thus the observed daily and 
smar cycla variations are very similar for the occu
rreence of blanketing Es and the countar-electroiet. 
As for the seasonal variation, one has to note that 
Es at temperate latitudes is locsl summer phenomenon 
and we find presence of eqator wind only during 
summer months when blanketing Es events are 
observed. Whether such layers do move towards 
Equator can be tested by having a close chain of 
ionosondes near the manetic equator. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.1 Sample ionograms showing non q type Es 
layers observed at Kodaikanal. 

Fig.2 Temporal variations of fE, and geomagnetic 
H component at Thumba/Trivandrum on 12 
May 1967. lonagrams shown below indicate 
the q type Es, its disappearance following a 
depression in H and later the development of 
multiple typs Es during the later part of the 
depression. 

Fig.3 Mass plot of the apparent drift vectors at 
Thumbs during the occurrence of blanketing Es. 

Fig.4 Variations of f.E •• fbEa' and f.F1 at Kodai-
kanal on 12 July 1964. Also shown are the 
N-S and E-W components of apparent drift 
speed at Thumbs and the geomagnetic H 
component at Kodaikanal on the same day. 
Note the blanketing of the F~ layers, denoted 
by 'A' at 1630 LT. 

Fig.5 Variations of f.Es , fbE., and f.F1 at Kodai-
kanal on 14 July 1964. Also shown are the 
N-S and E-W components of apparent drift 
speed at Thumbs and the geomagnetic H 
component at Kodaikanal on the sarna day. 

Fig.6 lonagrams for Kodaikanal showing dis-
appearance of Es-q layer, and development 
of strong blanketing type of Es with totalabsor
ption of F layer on 16 July 1964. 

Fig.7 Variations of f.E!.fbEI' and f.F I at Kodai-
kanal on 16 July 1964. Also shown are the 
N-S and E-W components of true drift speed 
at Thumbs and the geomagnetic H compo
nent at Kodaiksnal on the same day. 

Fig.8 Temporal variation of the apparent minimum 
range of the Es echoes and the computed 
hOrizontal distance of the Es cloud. 
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